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GERMAINE DE STAEL DEFINES ROMANTICISM, OR 

THE ANALOGY OF THE GLASS HARMONICA 

Fabienne Moore 

Ac C o Ro ING To Willbm Zcicl«, =dd-d,n gl,n lwmoak, 
player and composer: "Then: is a story printed in an early Irish musicil dictionary 
of how, upon his return to America, while his wife was asleep, Benjamin Franklin 
went up to the attic of his Philaddphia home and set up his Glass Armonica which 
she had not yet heard. Upon completing this, he started to draw forth its 'angdick 
strains.' Floating down from above, these sounds were apparently so heavenly, that 
'his wife awakened with the co11viction that she had died and gone to heaven and 
was listening to the music of the angels.'"1 What kind of insuumenr is the: glass 

harmonica, to produce such angelic music that Mrs. Franklin imagined herself 
dead and in heaven? Rubbing a wet finger around the rim of a drinking glass ere:• 
ates a very pure musicil note whose pitch varies according to the amount of water 
in the glass. In the second half of the eighteenth century, a morc daborate version 
of this parry trick involving secs of singing glasses became a musicil pastime dur
ing social gatherings. The Encyclopedia defined the sounds emitted as mwique d� 
vtrru, fuvorably describing its harmony while atuibuting its origin to Germany 
and drawing a comparison with an ancient Persian practice: 

GLASSES, Music of. (Arts) A few years ago we invenred with the hdp of 
glasses a new kind of harmony very flattering to the car ... . 

The instnunent wed for this effect is an oblong box, in which 
arc aligned and attached several round glasses of different diameters, in 
which one poucs water in various quantities. By rubbing a wetted linger 
on the rims of these glasses, which arc slighdy curved in, one draws very 
sweet, very melodious and long lasting sounds; and in this manner one 
is able to play very pleasant tunes.1 
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After listening to a performance by a virtuoso player, Edward Hussey Ddaval 
(1729-1814), Benjamin Franklin was so fascinated by this nc:w sound chac he sc:t 
his inventive mind to work improving upon che possibilities of musical glasses. 
He had glasses of different diameters blown, each corresponding to a note:, instead 
of filling glasses with �tc:r. He removed che stems and bottoms from the: glasses, 
inserted corks in che holes in the bottoms and mounted chem one: after the: other 
on a horizoncal spindle:. The: spindle: was rotated rapidly by means of a foot pedal 
{like: an old fashioned sewing machine), and the player sat in front of the ma
chine: and couched moistened lingers to the: edges of the: rotating glasses. The first 
modc:l was completed in 1761 and-in honor of the: musical Italian language-he: 
baptized it the: "armonica," borrowing the lcalian word for "harmony." In a 1762 
lc:rtc:r, he enthusiastically shared his invention with his friend and supporter, the: 
fotlian scientist Giambatista Beccaria, whom he thought would appreciate this 
nc:w inscrumc:nt "as it is an instrument chat sc:c:ms peculiarly adapted to Italian 
music, especially chat of the: soft and plaintive: kind. "3 Franklin proceeded with 
a lengthy and exact description of how to rut and rune: the: glasses, how to fix 
them to a spindle:, and how co draw a tone with one linger as they rurn around. 
He then explained in a passage evocative of Pere Castel's 17 40 description of his 
"harpsicord for the eyes" [clavedn occulai�J: 

My l.ugesc glass is G, a little below reach of a common voice, and my 
highest G, including three complete octaves. To distinguish the glasses 
the more readily 10 the eye, I have painted the apparent pam of the 
glasses within side, every semitone white, and the other notes of the oc
tave with the scvc:n prismatic colours, viz. C, red; D, orange; E, ydlow; 
F, green; G. blue; A, indigo; B, purple; and C, red again; so that glasses 
of the same colour (the white excepted) arc: always octaves to each other.' 

Franklin ends the letter with advice on how to perform: 
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This instrument is played upon, by sitting before the middle of the set 
of glasses as before che keys of a harpsichord, turning chem with che 
foot, and wetting chem now and then with a sponge and clean water. 
The lingers should be first a little soaked in warer, and quite &cc from 
all greasiness; a little fine chalk upon them is sometimes useful, to make 
chem catch the glass and bring out the tone more readily. Both hands arc: 
used, by which means different parts arc: played together. Observe:, char 
the tones arc best drawn our when the glasses rum from the ends of the: 
fingers, not when they rum to chem. 

GERMAINE OE STAEL DEFINES ROMANTICISM 

The advantages of this instrument are, that its rones arc incom
parably sweet beyond those of any other; that they may be swc:llcd and 
softened at pleasure by suongcr or wc:akc:r pressures of the finger, and 
continued to any length; and that the insuumc:nr, being once well 
tuned, never again �ts tuning. 

In honour of your musical language, I have borrowed from it the: 

name of the instrument, calling it the: Annonica. 5 

The new instrument unexpectedly surf.ices in Germaine de Staci's On Lirmz
turr, the first instance of an association becwcen the Romantic movement not yet 
consciruted and an instrument which, together with the Aeolian harp, gradually 
became emblematic of heightened sensitivity, reverie :md transcendence. My pur
pose in this chapter is co sketch the unusual history of this rare instrument, then 
to analyze how and why it could provide Stael with a fertile analogy to describe 
English and German romantic poetry and the ambivalence at ics core. Franklin's 
description of his invention already alerts us ro the kinship between the exceed
ingly "sweet" sounds of the armonica and Italian music-in particular, ics "soft 
and plaintive kind." If Enlightenment debates on music constituted the common 
backdrop co Franklin's commencs and Stael's rcferenccs to the armonica, by the 
end of the eighteenth cennuy Stael's contribution signiliCU1dy surmounted a 
whole set of binary oppositions scalling such debates (including narure vs. artifice, 
physical vs. metaphysical, voice vs. instrument, melody vs. harmony, masculine vs. 
feminine). Moreover, the pressing need to characterize and define: romantic poetry 
ten y= lau:r in her work On Germany led Stael back to an instrument chat effec
tively tested its listeners' sensibility by inuoducing a measure of pain in pleasure, 
akin to Staci's own reception of overly vague and abstract romantic poetry. From 
sounds full of sweetness praised in Franklin's correspondence to the dangerous lure 
of (romantic) musical and poetical abstractions analyzed in On Germany, pc:rccp
cions of the glass harmonica allow us to approach the: evolution of sensibility and 
its expressions, both from the original perspective of a forgotten instrument and 
from the perspective of Staci, who invokes it in order to expose the limitations of 
both the Enlightenment and Romanticism. 

Musicologist Hcacher Hadlock and Thomas Bloch, one of the most promi
nent musicians currently performing and recording with the glass harmonica, 
have studied this c:urious instrument from a socio-culrural, literary, and musical 
perspc:ctive.6 While Bloch researched the musical propenies of the glass harmonica 

and pondered its decline, Hadlock investigated the symbolic conjunctions be
tween women and an instrument that-like: the harp--embodied femininity.7 
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The following characteristic verses from 1785, by British poet William �ayl
_cr

, 
underscore both the gendering of the glass harmonica and the metaphorical m
scrumencalization of the female body: 

Woman, I say, or dame or lass, 
Is an Harmonka of g'4si, 
Celestial and complete: 
If new, or by some trials known, 
It matters not 
A single jot; 
When rightly touch'd, its every cone 

Is ravishingly sweet.• 

Fran�is-Rene de Chateaubriand would also later gender the instrument
. 

as 
feminine in the 1826 prose epic Les Natthez when evoking the fields of para

_
d�e, 

h " real u)d think that his ear perceived the plaintive accents of a divine w ere a mo wo 
d •b· Ch · · · "' ·ncercsting revision of a fragment originally escn mg nst1an armomca, an 1 
(G, . ., Ch · ti paradise, and at first intended for the Ginie du christianimre emus 0., ns an-

ity, 1802): 

A ravishing music rises endlessly from everything. Sometimes, �ere arc 
uninterrupted shivers, similar to the rare vibrations of an Acohan �arp 
if touched by the sofr breath of the wind during a silent summer mght; 

· 0--1 would think that he heard the plaintive accents of someumcs a m n.u 
a divine armonica, these whispers of glass, which do not seem to belong 
to anything earthly. '0 

Chatcaubriand's initial analogy and its rephrasing appropriate the i�trument for 
strictly poetic and suggestive effects, such as the striking metonym1c meca

_
p�or 

"sighs of glass" [soupin de vm-e] born of the imaginative search for transcnb
'.
ng 

the divine. Staci's own genius consists in a trilica/ appropriacion-nam�y, cvo_king 
the instrument to debunk a series of aesthetic and cultural dichotomies. Neuher 
Bloch nor Hadlock mention Staci, yet her orig_inal perspective

_ 
adds a n� :1"d 

more critical dimension co the instrument's close association with the _femmmc. 
Unpacking the history of this instrument with its heavenly notes an�. 

btza� �te 
allows for a better understanding of the aesthetic pertinence of Staci s dcfimt1on 
and the implications of her musical revisionism. 

.. . The quotation at the origin of my inquiry occurs in chapter xu of On litmz
turr, titled "De la litterarure du Nord" [Of Northern Llcerarurc]: 
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Melancholy poetry is not capable of infinite variety. The shudder we feel 
at ccnain narural beauties is always the same feeling; the emotion chat 
the poetry retracing this feeling inspires in us is vn-y clbse to the dfia of 

the armonica. The soul, gently shaken, takes pleasure in prolonging this 
condition as long as it c;m bear it. What makes us fed tired after a while 
is not the poetry's fuult, but the weakness of our own organs; what we 

feel is not bored, but exhausted, as if by ama/ music which we ha11e bun 

mjoying a link too lbng. 11 

Just before this passage Staci gives the names of three representative, early rom:llltic 
poets: Edward Young, f.unous for his Night Thoughts (17 42), James Thomson, who 
cdebraccd the poetry of nature in 1he SeaJons ( 1730), and the German Friedrich 
Gottlieb Klopstock, who revived sacred poetry. The three poets have in common 
a melancholy perspective. Shuddering and shaking f,frimissmunt and ibrankmmt] 
arc physical as well as emotional and mencal reactions: body and soul shiver as 
they contemplate nature's sublime spectacle, a shiver prolonged by the poetic 
experience of reading poems that capture this awe. Though a direct influence is 
unlikdy, Stael's analogy echoes Friedrich Schlcgd's portrayal of the philosopher 
Jacobi's "sensitive character . • .  resonating everywhere like a fu away harmonica 
of the world of the mind. "12 

Staci analyzed readers' response to romantic poetry based on two co-deter
minants; first, the weakness of our organs limits our sensorial perception, therefore 

melancholy poetry-while emotionally powerful-generates fatigue; secondly, 
weariness also arises if a perfect aesthetic experience lasts too long. Clearly, for 
Staci, duration :menuares aesthetic pleasure, leading her to argue chat discontinu
icy, not continuity, should be sought; otherwise the absence of variation creates "a 
kind of uniformity," which turns pleasure into discomfort and pain. In her novel 
Corinne, or Italy, moments when the soul vibrates in unison with a duet of voices, 
while delicious and render, would become excruciating if they lasccd too long: coo 
perfect a harmony sustained for too long would "break the accord."13 One experi
ences chis paradox while listening to even just a few minutes of music performed 
on the glass harmonica, which is delightful ac first, bur whose high pitch is difficult 
co sustain acoustically after a while. 14 

A M i x e d  R e c e p t i o n  

Franklin's popularity and connections throughout Europe helped spread his 
invention in courts and salons: "Some 400 works were composed for it, some 
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unfortunately lost, and probably about 4,000 instruments were built over the 
course of some seventy years."') The notoriety of gifi:cd performers concributed 
to the instrument's popularity. Franklin himself, true to his idiosyncratic tastes, 
liked to play Scottish ballads. 16 The future queen Marie-Antoinette was taught at 
the Viennese court by Marianne Davies (1740-1792), the eighteenth-century's 
best player, who spent the end of her life in a mental hospital. The notorio� Vi
ennese doctor and hypnotist, Fran:t Anton Mesmer, used the glass harmonica to 
relax his patients as part of his treatment and to convey and reinforce magnetism. 
Furthermore, as per Leopold M0:tart's correspondence, we know that f.uher and 
son admired Mesmer's performance in Vienna in 1773, and that seventcen-ycar
old Mo:tart had the opponunity to play Mesmer's armonica himself. Later, in 
spring 1791, Mo:tart wrote two pieces for the blind arrnonica player Marianne 
Kirchgacssner (1769-1808).'7 On December 10, 1803, during her first journey to 
Germany, Staci wrote a letter to her father from Gocha, in which she tells of having 
taken two armonica lessons: if she succeeds in playing it, she plans to buy one in 
Paris. Tellingly, just before this reference, Stael informs Necker that she has sent 
him an Aeolian harp

-affordable and easy to transport in contrast to the expensive 
and &agile glass harmonici: 

I'm sending you what is called here an Aeolian harp. You'll only receive 
it in about rwo months. I'll explain to you in my first letter how it needs 
to be exposed co a draft wind co emit sounds that you'll hear in another 
room. It also produces them in the middle of the garden when it is well 
set between leaves, and it's a rather soft effect for whoever loves to dream. 
Besides, it is an inexpensive amusement and ific works in your home, we 
can order some: it costs eighteen fumc.s, including packing. I have cakcn 
rwo armonica lessons; if I manage to play, I'll buy one in Paris, but not 
here:. It's expensive and fragile. 11 

Responses co the glass harmonica grew passionate and ranged from initial p�se 
to gradual distrust and dismissal. Among its enthusiasts were Johann Sebasn

_an 

Bach, Niccolo Paganini, Thomas Jefferson, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, lheo
phile Gautier, and George Sand. In her 1848 novd La Comtast dr Rudohtadt (1ht 
Countess of Rudolstadr), Sand encapsulated this musical devotion, speaking of"the 
magical voice of the armonica, that recently invented instrument, whose vibrant, 
penetrating quality was a wonder unknown to Consuelo's cars, was borne on the 
air, and seemed to descend from the dome that lay open to the moonlight and 
the refreshing bree:tes of the night."" According to its detractors however, the 

G E R M A I N E D E  STA £ L  D E F I M E S  R O M A N T I C I S M  

inst�ment drove performers and listeners to ment.11 disturbance and insanity. A 
negauve press account from 1798 underlined how "it excessively stimulates the 
nerves, plunges the player into a nagging depression and hence into a dark and 
melancholy mood, that it is an ape method for slow self..annihilation."20 A Traite 
da effors dr la musique rur k corpr humain (T"ariJe on the Effects of Music on the 

Human Body) by Joseph Louis Roger in 1803 warned that "its melancholy cone 
plunges you into dejection . . .  to a point the strongest man could not hc::ir it for 
an hour without fainting. "11 As [ mentioned, some interpreters went mad-among 
them, one of the besr, Marianne Davies-and "the Armonica was accused of c:ius
ing evils such as nervous problems, domestic squabbles, premature deliveries, fatal 
disorders, animal convulsions. The instrument was even banned from one German 

town by the police for ruining the health of people and disrurbing public order (a 
child died during a concert)."21 Eventually the glass harmonic:i became a prop in 
theatrical parodies of Mesmerism. 2' 

We know today that the 30 percent lead content of the blown glasses might 
have been responsible for the mental illnesses that befell its performers. Bur this 
modern, prosaic hypothesis docs not suppress the instrument's association with 
physical and moral danger, very much in the background of Staci's analogy. There 
seems 10 be a strange curse on the glass harmonica. The one man responsible for 
its revival in the twentieth century, the only person able to recreate the instrument 
in the 1980s, Gerhard Finkenbeiner, disappeared with his plane in 1999 off the 
Massachusetts coasc. 24 

T h e  I n s t r u m e n t a l  I m a g i n a r y  

The glass harmonicas haunting past, which I have just evoked, is pan of what one 
might call "the instrumental imaginary" [l'imaginaire dr l'instrummt], namely a 

�orld of connotations brought about by its distinctive sound, at once captivat
mg and dangerous, treacherous in its very sweetness akin to the fascination of a 
siren's song. Epithets used to describe its sound (angelic, heavenly, celestial, ethe
real) often referred to the othenvorldly due to the instrument's unique physical 
properties. This is its great paradox: the evocation of the metaphysical, superhu
man realm can be attributed to the instrument's distinctive physical attributes 

�d h�man acous�c limitations. First, its very pure sound-almost cxclusivdy 
h1gh-p1tchcd-rap1dly approaches ultrasounds, not perceptible to a human car 
but affect.ing babies and pets such as dogs. Ultrasounds were discovered later, but 
popular intuition had already grasped the phenomenon at the time. Secondly, 
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variations are impossible, unlike the ability to modulate brc1th when playing the: 

ffute, for instance, or when the wind blows through an Aeolian harp. The sound 
is actually mechanical and cannot be fully expressive. Staci's warning against the 
futiguc: born of a lack of v.iriation therefore captured the: armonica's unusual, 
monotone: vibrations, and she transferred the instrument's musical uniformity to 
melancholy poetry. 

Add to these demc:ms the fact that the instrument is extremely difficult to 
build and exceedingly fragile, as Stael wrote to her father, which is why so few 
survived from its heyday. It also remains somewhat of a scientific enigma: "The 
actual vibrational modes which produce the sound arc not at all well understood 
. . .  the underlying physics of the . . .  'Glass Harmonica' remains as mysterious as 
its sound."2S In its delicacy and mystery, Franklin's invention escapes rc:ality and 
rationality. The instrument was a marvd of engineering progress and precision chat 
emitted an indefinable music on the one: hand, a modern invention in the: spirit 
of the Enlightenment and, on the other, a sensual and quasi-mystical experience 

in the spirit of Romanticism. The: paradoxical combination of these two aspects 
mirror the Enlightenment's intrinsic contradictions, the fucination for all things 
mechanical-wimcss the craic fur mechanical dolls and the invention of the 
metronome, dashing with the perpetuation of sensibility as well as the: irrational, 
the spiritual, or the sacred. The glass harmonica was not merely metaphorical, ic 
literally embodied this dualism. According co Hadlock: 

The: immediacy of its effect on the listener-its ability to produce a 
spont211cous, sensuous response-made: it the: perfect instrument for the 
"age of sensibility." Yet that same: immediacy raised doubts about the: in
tdleccual and aesthetic status of the armonic:i's music, for its "automatic" 
effect on listeners could be discounted as a mere mechanical response to 
a physical stimulus.� 

The novd instrument echoed a split aesthetic, with a fuult line that also ran 
beneath the eighteenth-century debate about music pitting dcfc:nders of French 
music, most notably Jean-Philippe Rameau and Jacques Cazotte, against partisans 
of Italian music including Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Denis Diderot. 17 

E n l i g h t e n m e n t  M U S I C  

A reminder of the aesthecic and musical dichotomies of the quarrel on "Enlight
enment music," as Beatrice Didier strikingly put it in the: synesthetic title of her 
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book La Musique des Lumibrs, helps to situate the glass harmonica and to give 
the context of St:1el's analogy at the turn of the nineteenth century. I will leave 
aside the political undertones of this musical division along national boundaries 
to concentrate on its aesthetics: the case of Italian vs. French music was the: case of 
voice: vs. instrument. On one side, Italy, the feminine and the voice. On the other, 
France, the masculine and the instrument. On the Italian side: srood melody; on 
the: French side harmony. Expression belonged to the Italian, the feminine, the 
natural, the vocal, and the mdodic, whereas imitation was associated with the 
French, the masculine:, the artificial, the: instrumental, and the: harmonic. This 
overly schematic picrurc aligns a rich set of oppositions that characteri:z.c: compari
sons between French and Italian music, which Rousseau recapitulated in part I, 
letter XI.VIII of his epistolary novel,/u/ie, or the New Heloise.� When Saint-Preux 

writes to Julie of "his conversion from French to Italian music,":, he criticizes the: 

former as consisting in "a mannered poetry unakin ro narurc . • .  shouts that make 
the sounds not more mdodious but more noisy."» He denounces "the forced style 
and all the French frills . . .  that boring and lamentable French song that is more 
l�e �e cries o� colic than the transports of passion.".!• On the conrruy, when 
l1Stenmg to Italian music, Saint-Preux's imagination rakes Right and his emotions 

How: 

At each phrase some image entered my brain or some sentiment my 
heart; the pleasu.re did not stop at the car, but enrered the soul; . . .  I 
thought I was hearing the voice of grief. rage, despair; in my mind's eye, 
I saw mothers in tears, lovers betrayed, furious Tyrants. i2 

S
_
aint-Prcux's aesthetic epiphany, that pleasure derived from music could be expc:

nenced at fu deeper mental, emotional, and spiritual levels, engaging not only the 
ear, but �th� brain," "the heart" and "the soul," is couched in rerms of a newly dis
covered;o�wa�ce (as opposed to "coliquc:s" a la &an�e) that Sainc-Preux is eager 
to share with h1S beloved, and Rousseau with his readers. In addition, as Rousseau 
argued in his Lerm rur la musique ftanraise (Letter on Ftmch Music, 1753) and 
later, his .EJsay on the Origin of Languages, "parole" as conveyed in songs is essential, 
which is why "Like Rousseau, Diderot docs not much appreciate purely instru
mental music. Ir strays from the essence, the origin of music, which is founded 
upon language."" Instruments were suspicious, more a luxury item than a genuine 
musical source.l-1 At the same time, in the wake of Rousseau and influential trea
tises on language theory, writers dissatisfied with versification as ornamental rather 
than melodic generated poetic o:pcriments in prose that introduced oraliry and 
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musicality to escape from the neo-classical confines of eighteenth-century poetry. 
The opera quarrel is mirrored by a second quarrel around the libenics taken by ex
perimental prose poems in seeking a rejuvenated "parole." and expressive rhythms 
by shunning the "insuumcnt" of verse.51 While the philosophcs could not accept 
a strict imitative vic:w of instrumental music, namely the mimetic understanding 
of music dominating the century, desiring freer expression, a similar rcsimnce oc
curred in literaturc.36 Such was the aesthetic environment from which Staci's new 
approach to reading literature and listening to music emerged. 

The glass harmonica ovenurned staid oppositions: here was an instrument, 
named for the harmony of its music, which turned our to be intensely expressive. 
In other words harmony and instrumentality did not have to be incompatible 
with exprcssivity. Indeed, the glass harmonica conjured up a suptmatural, a nu
minous musical sphere: music played on the glass harmonica escaped the confines 
of imitation (of sounds in nature} by lifting listeners into the imaginary realm of 
the otherworldly. Describing a conccn with Rute, harpsichord, violin and voice, 
Louis-Sebastien Mercier distinguished the celestial music of the glass harmonica 
with superlatives: 

In the next room, one could hear a concert. There were soft flutes ac
companying the sound of voice. The high-pitched harpsichord and 
the monotonous violin yielded to the enchanting organ of a beautiful 
woman. Which instrument has more power over the heart! And yet the 
perfected armonica seemed to challenge it. It produced the fullest, the 
purest, the most melodious sounds that could Raner one's ear. It was a 
ravishing and celestial music that resembled in no way the racket of our 
operas, where men of t:l.!te, sensitive men, look for consonance and unity 
but never 6nd thcm.37 

For Mercier "the perfected armonica" rivaled with the human voice-a pro
vocative claim that clfcaivdy transcended the by now sterile dichotomy between 
French instrumentalist music and Italian vocal melodics. Moreover, this exceed
ingly complex, rare, and fragile lnstrumenr, though epitomizing the kind of mate
rial luxury that one would expect Rousseauian adepts to criticize, produced music 
so "celestial" as to lift the listener into a higher immaterial realm. However, as I 
mentioned, the cxprcssivity praised by Mercier was but shon-lived, as mechani
cal uniformity could soon take over. Hadlock justly writes of the armonica as a 
"poetic sign ofliminality."31 Thu the glass harmonica was Mcsmer's indispensable 
instrument to achieve therapeutic magnetism confirms the instrument's perceived 
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association with superior forces, the connection of its music with the occult and 
the uncanny (to we an ancient and a modem tcrm}.3' 

The glass harmonica offered evidence that Enlightenment dichotomies 
could be overcome, an objective at the heart of Stael's aesthetic analyses. Indeed, 
Staci's merit as a wrcvisionist" of musical aesthetics and a precursor of Romantic 
sensibility was to legitimize the autonomy of music by insisting on its spirirual 
and metaphysical properties-leaving aside, though not discounting, its imitative 
aspcct.40 Though absent from James Johnson's rich cultural history, Listening in 
PariJ, hers is an important contribution in the gradual evolution of musical expe
rience from the Enlightenment to the 1 830s. A5 early as 1800, she had conjoined 
a new mode of listening (away from imitation toward affect) documented by 

Johnson, with literary models (Young, Thompson and Klopstock) that provided 
in turn the vocabulary to express this new aesthetic undemanding of music as 
expressive rather than strictly referential. A new type of Klistcner" in the realm of 
music and poetry, Staci searched for an adequate language to express the emo
tions aroused by melancholy poetry as well as to describe the ineffable music of 
the glass harmonica. 

G e r m a i n e  d e  S t a e l ' s  O n  G e r m a ny 

The second occurrence of the glass harmonica in St:iel's writing appears when she 
refers to the instrument in On Germany to explain Jean-Paul Richter's poetic scyle, 
emphasizing yet again the ambiv;ilent pkasurr in pain aroused by the armonica: 

J(ean] Paul (Richter]'s sensitivity touches the soul but docs not 
strengthen it enough. The poetry of his scyle resembles the sound of the 
armonic;i, which delights at fuse then buns .fter a few moments, because 
the a4/tation it aroum tk,n not ha11e- a fixed object. 41 

St:iel adds here another reason-besides our scnsorial limitations and the mo
notony of uniform sound-why rapture turns into pain when listening to the 
armonica or reading Jean Paul Richter's verse. The absence of a determined object, 
the want of spirirual direction that would match spiritual elevation, the lack of a 
referent behind and beyond the sound mc:i.ns the listener loses herself in vague
ness, in abstract and sterile phanwms.◄l St:icl's measured criticism reminds us 
that, while she advanced the cause of music's autonomy, it would still take some 
years before music could be appreciated abstractly, for its own sake, without a ref-
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eremial illlchor.43 Similarly, her critical distance vis-a-vis Richter's romillltic poetic 
exaltation reflects a sensibility that still rct:J..ins Enlightenment boundaries-◄• 

In a graceful and symbolic aesclmic move, Staci displaced the classic string 
instrument of the lyre with the recent invention of the glass harmonica. The anal
ogy between the harmonica's crystalline vibrations and the shivers of "the soul, 
gently shaken" [J'dme, douctmmt ibran/ie] is emblematic of the displacement of 
the Greco-Latin tradition in favor of new inspiration coming from England and 
Germany. The musical sensibility at the core of Staci's undemanding of Roman• 
ticism succeeds (ac least in her theoretical writings) in overcoming the pictorial 
mimesis central to the neoclassical aesthetic chat still dominated the Enlighten
ment.4' A similar revision is at work during the Enlightenment and accelerates 

towards the end of the century from treatises such as Charles Baneux, 1he Fine 

Am &duced to a Single Principle, Franr;ois-Jcan de Chastellux, fuai sur /'union de 
la poiJie et de la mwique (fuay on the Union of Poetry and Mwic, 1765), Michel 
Paul Guy de Chabanon, De la Musiqut considbie m ellt-mhne et dans us rapports 
auec la parole, Its langues, la pohit et It thidm (Of Music Considertd lndepm
dently and in Its &larions with Spmh, Languages, Poetry, and 1heater, 1785), and 
Bernard-Germain-Etienne de Lacepede's Poitiqut de la musiljut (Poetia of Music, 
1785}. 46 This revision, in which painting still serves as a systematic analogy to 
describe music (the musician "paints"), culminates in Mercier who, in contrast, 
reverses the customary superiority of painting over music: "We do nae talk about 
Paradise's paintings, but about the music that one will hear there; it's because a 
melodious tune is more touching than a gallery of paintings.H47 And indeed, as we 
saw earlier, Chateaubriand twice describes the music heard in paradise by refer
ring to the glass harmonica. One finds two more revealing analogies in his later 
writing: in the I 844 Vie de Rand (Lift of Rancej, the melancholy penitence of 
the Christian hermit Rance is compared to "a voice at the bonom of the sea, like 
the sounds of the armonica, born of water and crystal, and chat hun,H◄I and in 
the Mhnoim d'oum-tombe (Mtmoirr beyond the Graut, 1848}, his adolescent self 
conjures up his imaginary lover [la �lphide] from the "liquid soundsH of the glass 

harmonica.◄' Writing on Chateaubriand, whose metaphors become mwical when 
exploring melancholy, Yves Hersant interrogates chis change: "Why this slide 
toward music whereas the theme of melancholy was for a long time the preroga
tive of painters? Why, in the representation of the darkest of temperament, chis 
passage from the pictorial to the mwical?" Hersanc secs the source of this change 
in the shifting medical conception of melancholy during the Enlightenment-a 
melancholy no longer generated by a brooding mind or black bile but located in 
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overly sensitive hearts. Now associated with sensibilicy, it turned co mwic as an 
artistic expression more congenial than painting. Musical theories, coo, reinforced 
the change: "During the XVIIIth century a 'mdancolisation' of mwic responds 
to the musicalisacion of melancholy.MSG 

The principles of representation, figuration, and imitation defined visual 
arcs, and by extension neoclassical poetics based on the ut pictura poesis precept 
that prevailed throughout the eighteenth century. By contrast, music was gradu
ally understood less as a representational mode than an expressive mode, signal
ing a shift from an aesthetic of mimesis co one of sensibility-as Johnson has 

documented-thereby opening the door co idealism, mysticism, and enthusiasm, 
which for Staci dominated German genius but was sorely lacking in the French, 
Cartesian analytical mind and tradition. FoUowing Rousseau, Staci suggested the 
incompatibility between musical sensibility illld a purely sensualist appreciation 
(similar to tasting fruit or seeing colors) chat would disunite physical and spiricual, 
the senses and the soul:s• 

Is there music for those incapable of enthusiasm? A cenain habit makes 
harmonious sounds necessary 10 them, they enjoy them like tasteful 
fruit or colorful decorations. But did their entire being resonate like a 
lyre when, in the dead of night, silence was suddenly broken by songs 
or by chose insttumencs resembling a human voice? Did they feel then 
the mystery of existence in the tenderness chat reunites our cwo natures 
and collides, in a single jouissancc, sensations and the soul? Have their 
heart's palpit:1tions followed music's rhythm? Did an emotion full of 
charm teach them chose cries that have nothing personal, those cries chat 
do noc ask for pity bur deliver w from an anxious pain pricked by the 
need 10 admire and co love?12 

Stael's interrogative style and her evocation of a dual jouinanu, sensual and spiri
cual, echo here Saint-Preux's exaltation at discovering music's full potential. Sc:icl's 
comparison of the romantic or enthusiastic person to a resonating Orphic lyre per
feccly translates the new way of hearing and listening that Johnson demonstrates 

is taking place in theaters illld conccn halls at the beginning of the nineteenth 
cenrury.1l However, the critical analogy of the glass harmonica shows that while 
Sc:icl identified the spiricual longings of Romanticism, she also made visible a 
glass ceiling, so to speak: Romantic poetry, like chords from the glass harmonica, 
could only reach a certain height before reaching the limits of expression and 
communication. 
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